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The ROTHENBERGER Group invests in the latest 

technologies, increases the efficiency of processes 

and extends the product life cycle.

In accordance with the ROTHENBERGER Code of 

Conduct, the ROTHENBERGER Group acts reliably, 

respectfully and fairly towards employees and in 

business and customer relationships – and expects 

the same in return.

With Integration no Separation, the ROTHENBERGER 

Group has created a cross-company commitment 

to the professional advancement of disadvantaged 

people and supports the charitable goals of the 

TOOLS FOR LIFE Foundation.

FAIR BUSINESS
PRACTICES

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

PRODUCT-
RESPONSIBILITY

The ROTHENBERGER Group‘s CSR strategy is 

based on three pillars: the sustainability strategy, 

the seven corporate values and the support of  

the TOOLS FOR LIFE Foundation.

HUMAN RIGHTS & 
EMPLOYEE CONCERNS

The ROTHENBERGER Group consistently implements 

environmental and climate protection measures 

and strives for climate neutrality by 2025. Resource-

saving system solutions are being promoted, as is 

plastic-free packaging.

RESOURCES
ENVIRONMENT & 

The ROTHENBERGER Group implements its 

sustainability strategy regarding society, 

employees, customer and business relationships 

and the environment across the company.

COMPANY
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“SUSTAINABILITY RUNS 
THROUGH OUR BUSINESS 
PROCESSES LIKE A GOLDEN 
THREAD” 
In future, an annual sustainability report will document the efforts and 
projects of the ROTHENBERGER Group.

Our goal is ambitious: ROTHENBERGER wants 
to be climate neutral by 2025. However, climate 
neutrality is only one of many goals that are 
part of sustainability for ROTHENBERGER. Sus-
tainability is nothing other than responsibility, 
which is anchored in our third corporate value. 
For many years now, we have been assuming 
these responsibilities throughout the group in 
relation to society, our employees, customers 
and business partners, and the environment.
In order to reflect the complexity of the topic 
of sustainability in the ROTHENBERGER Group, 
there will be a sustainability report every year 
in the future. It will provide concrete insights 
into the developments and processes of change 
through our sustainability efforts with a cross-

section of measures at many levels. Another im-
portant aspect for our very ambitious goals is the 
upcoming legal obligation through the Supply 
Chain Act. Ensuring sustainability in the supply 
chain is crucial for our customers and business 
partners, as they also pursue their own climate 
and sustainability goals. With us, they can achieve 
them. This already strengthens our competitive 
position.

We do not focus solely on the economic aspects 
of sustainability. Rather, the ecological dimen-
sion decides which heritage we pass on to future 
generations. Globalization, climate change and 
social change are among the great challenges 
of our time. The ROTHENBERGER Group accepts 

this responsibility. In addition to climate neu-
trality, we want to achieve further milestones, 
such as optimizing all packaging and products, 
targeted investments in sustainable product 
and system solutions, the reduction of energy 
consumption and waste, and the installation 
of solar power plants. We are happy to act as 
a role model with our contributions, which will 
hopefully find many imitators.

rothenberger.com
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FAMILY BUSINESS FOR 70 YEARS

MORE THAN 600 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

MORE THAN 320 PATENTS 

1,600 MOTIVATED EMPLOYEES 

35 OWN SALES ORGANIZATIONS 

14 PRODUCTION LOCATIONS

FULL RANGE OF MORE THAN 6,000 PRODUCTS 

MORE THAN 60 PERCENT IN-HOUSE PRODUCTION DEPTH 

25 MILLION PRODUCTS PER YEAR

PART OF A €2.0 BILLION FAMILY HOLDING 

PRESENT IN MORE THAN 120 COUNTRIES 

8 STRONG BRANDS  

MORE THAN 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN SELLING SYSTEMS 

NET PROMOTER SCORE 54  

FACTS & FIGURES
ROTHENBERGER GROUP

The ROTHENBERGER Group is part of Dr. Helmut 
ROTHENBERGER Holding, which is one of the most pro-
minent family-run groups of companies in Germany 
and Austria. 

It comprises over 100 operating companies that employ more 
than 6,000 people and generate an annual turnover of 
around €2.0 billion. More than 1,600 people are employed by 
the ROTHENBERGER Group, which includes the companies 
KROLL, RICO, ROTHENBERGER Werkzeuge, ROTHENBERGER 
Industrial, RUKO, SIEVERT, SUPER-EGO and VIRAX as well as 
58 subsidiaries all over the world. The companies develop, 
produce, sell and service tools, machines and vehicles that 
are successfully used in plumbing, heating, air conditioning, 
refrigeration, gas and environmental technology in more 
than 120 countries. Responsible, fair and sustainable conduct 
is part of the tradition and identity of the group and is 

based on the seven ROTHENBERGER corporate values: unity 
as a family, trust, responsibility, efficiency, quality, courage and 
entrepreneurial spirit. 
  
The aim is to continuously improve the environmental im-
pact and social compatibility of the group and thereby create 
value for customers, employees and society. Therefore, sus-
tainability is firmly anchored in the corporate strategy as well 
as in the daily work. The continuous development of resource-
conserving products and processes is a core task to which 
every company in the ROTHENBERGER Group is intensively 
dedicated.

The TOOLS FOR LIFE Foundation, which was founded by 
Dr. Helmut Rothenberger in 2008, plays a central role as ge-
nerator of ideas, initiator and supporter of all sustainability 
activities of the ROTHENBERGER Group.

WE ARE 
 ROTHENBERGER GROUP

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

TOOLS AND ENVIRON- 
MENTAL TECHNOLOGY

MACHINE TOOLS AND 
COMPONENTS

INDUSTRY TRADE REAL ESTATE

Our mission: We connect people with water and energy. Safe. Sustainable.
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ANNUAL EVALUATION MEETINGS 
The ROTHENBERGER GROUP talent management follows the  
same pattern worldwide: Annual evaluation meetings bet-
ween employees and managers take place from January to 
March. The potentials are determined together and develop-
ment measures derive from them, which e.g. include internal 
and external trainings.

IN-HOUSE TRAINING CONCEPT
In the ROTHENBERGER Academy, employees are offered a 
comprehensive, constantly growing training program in the 
areas of software, management, language, products and 
processes. In addition, external trainings, e.g. in the areas of 
communication and conflict management can be attended. 
The offer is intended to support employees in the upcoming 
challenges of their everyday work and to help them develop  
their own strengths and use their potentials in order to make 
progress.

PERFORMANCE POTENTIAL MATRIX
Following the annual appraisals, the employees are evaluated 
by the managers from April to May and being classified by 
means of a performance potential matrix. Which qualities 
and competencies can be defined, how can the performance 
be evaluated, which potentials do exist or is support required 
in certain ways?

ROTHENBERGER TALENT DAYS
Afterwards development talks are held with the talents and 
a development plan is defined. In June, a committee including 
the management decides on the talents with particularly high 
development potential. They receive an invitation to the 
ROTHENBERGER Talent Days in Italy. In July, the participants 
are given a task which ought to be presented at the event in  
October. Talents also take part in various workshops at the  
Talent Days. After that, a wide range of development oppor-
tunities awaits them in the companies of the ROTHENBERGER 
Group, such as project responsibility, job rotation, job enlar-
gement or gaining experience abroad.

AIM: BEST PLACE TO WORK 
Just as the talents continue to develop, the ROTHENBERGER 
Group aims to constantly develop in order to remain an at-
tractive employer. In addition to development opportunities 
for employees, other benefits are also relevant:

 › health management, e.g. subsidy for the company  
 fitness network, mobile physiotherapy and vaccination  
 offers, etc.
 › making working hours more flexible, mobile office  

 days 
 › family celebrations to strengthen the sense of  

 togetherness
 › “Meeting with the Board”

DIVERSE TRAINING ROUTES AT ROTHENBERGER
ROTHENBERGER is one of the largest training companies in  
the Rhine-Main area. At the Kelkheim site, ten young people  
are currently being trained in four different professions:  
industrial clerks, specialists in warehouse logistics, industrial  
mechanics and metal technology. In addition, there are three 
students in business administration in the dual study program 
and one trainee in the field of marketing, sales and e-com-
merce. The international orientation of the group of compa-
nies with more than 30 national companies opens up many 
opportunities for young professionals to find an individual 
career path with the best future prospects. 

For employees choosing a company for a professional career 
and remaining loyal to it highly depends on the attractiveness  
of the tasks, the work environment as well as the individual 
development opportunities and values it stands for. Despite 
its size, ROTHENBERGER has remained a family business, which  
was and is shaped and managed by Dr. Helmut Rothenberger  
and his two daughters Dr. Sandra Rothenberger and Dr. Sabine 
Rothenberger. Whoever joins the company becomes part of  
this family. Employees enjoy full trust and are given a lot of 
freedom when implementing projects. Identification with the  
ROTHENBERGER brand, satisfaction and team spirit among 
employees are high – both nationally and internationally. 

The goal of the human resources development is to not lose 
professionals because they want to gain new experiences, 
take on more responsibility or would like to work internatio-
nally. The companies of the ROTHENBERGER Group offer all 
of this. In addition to the qualified training of junior staff, 

another focus is on further education. In order to find talen-
ted employees who have other skills outside of their area 
of responsibility and who are committed to contributing them, 
a talent management system was established. The offer 
enables targeted support and is open to everyone interested. 
This gives talented people the opportunity to develop them-
selves further, to work on certain projects or even to take 
them on. To do this, they work on cross-departmental and 
cross-company tasks and learn how different interests can be 
brought together. They also learn what management means 
today and what challenges it entails. For ROTHENBERGER, 
talent management is the source of the next management 
generation.

 FINDING, CHALLENGING, 
 PROMOTING, AND RETAINING 
TALENTS INTERNALLY
With its talent management the ROTHENBERGER AG has established a process that has a lasting 
effect on the employees and on securing the future of the corporate group.

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

ROTHENBERGER TALENT 
MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

ROTHENBERGER GROUP
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The ROTHENBERGER Group is clearly committed to social res- 
ponsibility as a company. On the one hand, it is reflected in 
the future security of the company as a family business and 
in the honest, reliable partnership with customers, employees 
and suppliers. On the other hand, it is in the creation of an at-
tractive working environment as well as the reduction of our 
ecological footprint and the more efficient use of resources. 
   
The CSR strategy of the ROTHENBERGER Group is based on 
the recommendations on the core topics of the international 
standard ISO 26000 (as of 2010). The detailed specifications 
serve to maintain intact ecosystems, realize social justice and 
ensure good organizational governance.    

In addition to the commitment to the ethical standards 
defined in the corporate governance guidelines, the group's 
commitment to corporate social responsibility is determined 
through three initiatives: the sustainability strategy, the  
active support of the TOOLS FOR LIFE Foundation and the 
seven ROTHENBERGER values.

CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) 

CSR is an integral part of our strategic and economic actions. 

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

HUMAN RIGHTS
The ROTHENBERGER Group is committed to respecting 
human rights everywhere in the world. 

With the Supplier Code of Conduct, the ROTHENBERGER 
Group and its business partners are committed to rules of con- 
duct that ensure compliance with all applicable laws, guide-
lines and regulations and that the principles of the United  
Nations Global Compact, the Universal Declaration of Human  
Rights and national laws are observed. They are committed 
to the protection of children and young people and strongly 
oppose bribery and corruption. The ROTHENBERGER Group 
companies stand for business conduct that is characterized 
by fairness, respect, trust and integrity.

CUSTOMER CONCERNS
ROTHENBERGER stands for fair customer relations and 
puts the benefit for the users and their safety first.

With our binding Code of Conduct, everyone who works for  
ROTHENBERGER commits to fair, lawful and transparent be- 
havior. This includes the responsible handling of customer  
data. The needs of our clientele lie at the beginning and end  
of everything we do. Their concerns always find a sympathetic 
ear. Furthermore, the safety of our clientele is our focus. Pro- 
duct training courses on site or in the training rooms at the 
Kelkheim location teach the safe and resource-conserving use  
of our products. With online tutorials, the RO Academy also  
offers the opportunity to learn about the professional use of 
ROTHENBERGER machines regardless of location. In order for  
the clientele to derive a long-term and sustainable benefit 
from the products, RO Service+ was developed with customer- 
friendly offerings. In order to involve skilled crafts companies 
in the product development process, the “Professionals in 
Dialogue” event is held twice a year. This is where Product 
Management and Sales meet with installation professionals 
to exchange views on current concerns in the Sanitary and 
HVAC sector.

WORKING CONDITIONS 
ROTHENBERGER promotes the well-being and develop-
ment of its employees.

Health, safety and professional advancement are supported 
with many measures. During working hours, there are regular 
opportunities for employees to maintain their health. In well-
structured weekly meetings, current concerns and upcoming 
challenges are discussed and worked on in a spirit of partner-
ship. Employees provide weekly feedback and suggestions for 
improvement to management via the intranet. In this way, 
management receives timely feedback on the current mood 
in the company.      

Occupational safety has top priority in all production facilities. 
All legal safety precautions are strictly followed and imple-
mented. To improve the prevention of occupational accidents, 
accident-free days are recorded daily. This figure is an import-
ant parameter for occupational safety in production and helps 
to quickly detect gaps in safety. The current figure is clearly 
visible on a digital display board in front of the production 
hall. This way, all employees can check at a glance whether 
the figures are in the green zone. If there is the slightest 
increase, the cause is analyzed and an effective, sustainable 
solution is developed.

SOCIAL COMMITMENT
ROTHENBERGER actively contributes to improving 
people’s quality of life.

Through our committed actions on-site and in the world, we 
want to help provide better opportunities for people who 
are impaired by their origins, the conditions of their country 
or their physical and mental characteristics. This is done 
worldwide on a charitable level through the TOOLS FOR LIFE 
Foundation (more on this on page 30) and the Integration 
no Separation projects (more on this on page 28) within the 
group.  

FIELDS OF ACTION 
OF THE ROTHENBERGER 
CSR STRATEGY 

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

HUMAN RIGHTS CUSTOMER 
CONCERNS

WORKING 
CONDITIONS

FAIRNESSENVIRONMENT SOCIAL COMMITMENT
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People are creative, companies are not. Sustainability 
strategies promote ROTHENBERGER's culture of innova-
tion and creativity and must be constantly practiced, 
promoted and challenged. Employees can identify with 
the topic of sustainability, because everyone can make 
a contribution. ROTHENBERGER provides the space to 
involve all employees in the sustainability strategy.
 
The lighthouse project of remodelling the administration of 
ROTHENBERGER Holding in Salzburg laid the foundation 
for a new orientation and method of working for the group. 
In the future, working structures will be created that enable 
modern forms of cooperation and invite communication as 
well as the transfer of know-how. The increased motivation 
and satisfaction of the workforce sets in motion a profound 
sequence of effects with added values in all areas of the com- 
pany. These include strengthening the brand, upgrading the  
product range, reducing risks for intangible assets and the 
emergence of new business models from a sustainability per- 
spective, which are proving to be attractive revenue and pro- 
fit drivers. Many ecological measures in the sustainable econo- 
my are additionally accompanied by direct economic benefits, 
such as gains in efficiency. Overall, more sustainable manage-
ment leads to more resilience at all levels of business activities, 
which is beneficial for ROTHENBERGER Group. For example, 

if less plastic is used, oil price fluctuations have less serious 
consequences. Furthermore, a sustainable working climate 
and environment stabilize workforces in production facili-
ties. Reducing energy consumption and employees working 
together to find ways to be more environmentally friendly 
helps ROTHENBERGER to reduce operating costs.   
   
The focus on a sustainable working environment increases 
the attractiveness as an employer. People seek out jobs not 
only to earn a living, but also to find personal fulfillment. 
Working for more sustainability as a common goal increases 
satisfaction and an environmentally friendly track record 
increases employee productivity.     
   
The environmental, social and corporate governance strate-
gy helps the ROTHENBERGER Group to minimize corporate 
risks in the long term, create profitable growth by investing 
in sustainable innovations, attract and retain qualified emp-
loyees and create more effective marketing campaigns.

1312

 INNOVATIVE 
WORKPLACE CONCEPT  

Sustainable business and working require a sustainable working environment 
and working climate.

DR. HELMUT ROTHENBERGER HOLDING DR. HELMUT ROTHENBERGER HOLDING
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The work in logistics is physically demanding. Frequent 
standing, lifting and carrying increase the risk of mu-
sculoskeletal disease or physical exhaustion. In order 
to reduce the stress factors, VIRAX relies on modern 
developments.

FINGER SCANNER    
Small device, big impact. The industrial barcode scanner sits 
directly on one's finger and makes processing orders much 
easier and safer. With the finger scanner, logistics personnel 
have both hands free for assembling the goods, which are 
scanned at the same time. The scanner sends the data to a 
mobile PC via radio or cable. This stores the data and indicates 
whether the correct product has been selected. This means 
that fewer mistakes are made and the work is much less 
stressful. 

MOTORIZED EXOSKELETON BELT               
When lifting heavy goods, the spine is subjected to particu-
larly high stress. Depending on the degree of flexion, a  
10-kilo package can exert an equivalent force of up to 50 kilo-
grams on the lumbar vertebrae. Active exoskeletons such  
as the motorized belt are wearable robotics that provide enor-
mous physical relief for logistics personnel. Sensors and ac-
tuators such as electric motors or pneumatic systems support 
posture, movement and loading by external forces. The use 
of the exoskeleton belt leads to ergonomic working methods, 
reduces physical strain and prevents musculoskeletal disorders 
and work-related injuries. 

PROTECTING THE HEALTH OF 
EMPLOYEES IN LOGISTICS 

VIRAX introduces practical aids in warehouses. 

VIRAX VIRAX
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Millions of disposable gas bottles are produced in the crafts 
and camping sector and are disposed of as waste. This wastes 
vast amounts of resources. SIEVERT, the specialist for profes-
sional heating tools, has developed a reusable and logistics 
concept for gas bottles that is to ensure a sustainable revolu-
tion throughout Europe. The complexity of the task lies in  
the bottle itself and in the logistics. Since refillable bottles 
have to withstand high pressure over a longer period of time 
compared to disposable gas bottles, special gas bottles have 

been developed that are thicker-walled and more stable. 
The logistics include collecting the gas bottles from retailers, 
checking them, refilling them and delivering them again. 
SIEVERT’s pilot project in the UK was a complete success. 
The solution has met with widespread acceptance in the 
specialized retail trade and professional craft trades, be-
cause by participating in the reusable system, everyone is 
making a contribution to the environment. 

SIEVERT DEVELOPS REUSABLE 
SYSTEM FOR GAS BOTTLES

The ROTHENBERGER Group is taking a leading role in the Europe-wide implementation.

SIEVERT

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
IS PART OF THE CSR STRATEGY 

The ROTHENBERGER Group is actively engaged in protecting both environment 
and climate.   

ROTHENBERGER is increasingly and consistently implementing 
environmental and climate protection measures. In this way, 
not only is social responsibility assumed for the preservation 
of an intact environment, but investments are made in the 
company’s own future viability. Energy-efficient technologies 
increase productivity and employee motivation. In addition, 
new environmental technologies, systemic innovations, open 
up new opportunities and new markets. One contribution  
to sustainability is the combinability and multifunctionality of 
ROTHENBERGER pipe tools and machines. System solutions 
save users money and conserve valuable resources, such as the 
ROCASE suitcase system, which is made of durable, weather-
resistant material. Tools can be safely stored and transported 
in the transport cases. The tools are already delivered in 
ROCASE and the ROBOX sorting boxes. This avoids unneces-
sary packaging waste.

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

SAVE MONEY AND 

PROTECT VALUABLE

RESOURCES.
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CLIMATE-NEUTRAL BY 2025
The ROTHENBERGER Group has made it its goal that every 
company within the group should become climate neutral in 
Scope 1 (greenhouse gas emissions directly occurring in the 
organization) and in Scope 2 (indirect greenhouse gas emissi-
ons) by the year 2025. Specifically, this means striving for CO2 
neutrality in energy sources for heating, the vehicle fleet and 
leakage of coolants, as well as for purchased energy (electri-
city). In order to create a basis for further action, an emissions 
report was prepared for each individual ROTHENBERGER 
group company in 2020 and measures for the coming years 
were derived from it, such as those for the self-generation 
of primary energy. 

At the ROTHENBERGER site in Kelkheim, four photovoltaic 
systems with monocrystalline solar cells have been installed 
since 2020. The solar modules on the roofs of the buildings 

in Kelkheim Fischbach and Kelkheim Münster cover an area 
of 2,800 sqm. A total of 500 photovoltaic modules convert 
sunlight into electrical energy. This means an estimated CO2  
saving of around 500 tons per year. For the goal of being 
self-sufficient by 2025, the entire roof area of the new pro- 
duction hall will also be used to generate electricity. This adds 
4,400 sqm of new space for self-sufficient power supply. On 
a sunny day, the existing plant can generate the electricity 
needed to run production and the building’s general energy 
supply during the day. Since production runs in three shifts, 
electricity must currently be purchased at night. In the future, 
our entire electricity needs are to be met through energy 
savings and an increase in electricity generation capacity, 
and surplus, self-generated electricity is to be fed into the 
public grid. 

PRIMARY ENERGY WILL BE 
SELF-GENERATED BY 2025

Large-scale photovoltaic systems already produce green electricity for more 
than half of our electricity needs. 

ROTHENBERGER ROTHENBERGER

CO2 SAVINGS PER YEAR:
500 TONS

HUMAN RIGHTS CUSTOMER 
CONCERNS

WORKING 
CONDITIONS

FAIRNESSENVIRONMENT SOCIAL COMMITMENT
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An important step has been taken on the way to 
“green products”. The first packaging has already been  
changed to environmentally friendly materials.  
  
As a manufacturer of precision tools, RUKO brings millions of 
metal drills into the specialist retail trade worldwide with a 
range of around 11,200 products. The new packaging of drill  
sets is made entirely of fiber composites such as waste paper,  
industrial hemp and other natural fibers. This makes it com- 
pletely recyclable, compostable and biodegradable. The mul- 
tifunctional packaging, individually shaped depending on 

the drill, replaces the conventional sheet steel or plastic cas-
settes. Some of the fibrous materials even have better prop- 
erties. They are resistant, shock-absorbent and grease and  
water repellent. By using plastic-free packaging, the specia- 
list retailers also save on additional legal costs such as CO2  
taxes and increased levies for plastic packaging. The sustain- 
able and environmentally friendly packaging is to be succes-
sively extended to the entire product range in order to re- 
duce the use of plastic and synthetic materials to a minimum. 
For ROTHENBERGER, this is one of the long-term goals in its 
sustainability strategy. 

With RICO`s mobile system solutions for sewer inspection, exe- 
cuting companies rely on a future-proof system. The guaran-
tee for this has always been provided by the compatibility of  
the system components. Even after years, users can use a ca-
mera system with new products. Due to the modularity and 
compatibility of the components, customers gain significant 
added value: more economical work, simple retrofitting and  
more flexibility. The environment benefits from the long life  
cycle, as less energy and raw materials are required to manu- 
facture new products. Now RICO has transferred the compa- 
tibility to the vehicle equipment as well. The individual modu-
les make the individual equipment of the vehicle’s standard 

and, above all, future-proof. This is proven by the innovative  
battery concept consisting of battery pack and energy cabinet.  
Regardless of the installation situation, it can be retrofitted 
and expanded at any time. The latest product example of  
the high degree of compatibility is the compact, ultra-agile 
TINY|PC.3 sliding system, which is not only compatible with 
various cameras, but can also be combined with the mobile  
system CROSS|TOUCH or a TV inspection vehicle. Thus, the 
camera can be controlled directly from the TV inspection  
vehicle and the customer only needs a sewer inspection soft-
ware.

GREEN PRODUCTS WILL BE A 
FOCUS OF THE SUSTAINABILITY 
STRATEGY IN THE FUTURE

COMPATIBILITY AND 
MODULARITY HAVE A 
SUSTAINABLE EFFECT    

RUKO is planning to incorporate plastic-free tool packaging for drill sets. RICO equips sewer inspection vehicles with an extending system. 

RUKO RICO

CO2 TAXES 
AND LEVIES 
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The investment of more than 2 million euros in a forging 
hammer and the associated projects is paying off economical- 
ly and ecologically in several respects. The new forging ham-
mer takes up less space than the previous solution, so more  
space can be used differently. The forging tool is designed 
for several purposes, which means that several blanks are 
processed in one process step and less energy is consumed 
overall. The initial shape of the steel was adapted to make 

the entire manufacturing process more energy efficient. 
Switching from gas to an electric furnace to heat the steel 
is also more energy efficient. The process for machining the 
steel in a hot state has been extended, as this is less energy-
intensive and reduces the scrap rate as a result. The overall 
changes in the manufacturing process make the production 
of a tool significantly more economical with savings in the 
double-digit percentage range per piece.

The ULTIMATECUT Twist Drill FLOWSTEP® Tip is an innova- 
tion in every respect, manufactured in the new twist drill pro- 
duction facility in Holzgerlingen. During the development of 
the cutting edge geometry, FLOWSTEP technology was inte- 
grated into the step tip of the twist drill - with outstanding 
advantages for the professional crafts trade and the longe-
vity of the tool. Pre-drilling with smaller drill diameters up 
to the desired drill hole size is completely eliminated by the 

step concept. The round step transitions allow for a smooth, 
seamless transition when drilling from step to step. The three-
surface shaft ensures optimum power transmission. The black  
burnished surface serves as corrosion protection and prevents 
the tool surface from welding to the material to be drilled. 
The advantages: Fewer work steps, plenty of time saved and 
less wear and tear on materials. 

MORE EFFICIENCY 
THROUGH INVESTMENTS IN 
MODERN TECHNOLOGIES  

DURABLE PRODUCTS  
FOR MORE SUSTAINABILITY  
IN THE CRAFTS SECTOR  

At SUPER-EGO, a new forging hammer has made tool production much more 
resource-efficient.

The new step drill from RUKO is four times more durable than comparable products. 

SUPER-EGO RUKO

THE INITIAL SHAPE OF 

THE STEEL WAS ADAPTED

TO MAKE THE ENTIRE

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT. 
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WORLD'S LARGEST BATTERY 
SYSTEM CONTINUES TO GROW   

Only one battery for machines from different manufacturers saves valuable resources.

ROTHENBERGER is co-founder of the Cordless Alliance System  
(CAS). Within just 3 years of its inception, more than 30 manu- 
facturers have joined the cordless system, together offering 
over 300 battery-powered tools to the trade. This makes CAS 
the largest battery system in the world in terms of numbers  
and the most innovative. After all, developments are driven  
by the top specialists among tool manufacturers. The batte- 
ries are becoming more and more powerful, so that craftsmen 
can rely on their CAS tools even for heavy-duty work.  

The key advantage of CAS is the use of one battery for dif-
ferent tools from different manufacturers. This means that 
fewer batteries and, above all, fewer chargers need to be 
purchased. This eventuates less mining of rare and finite raw 
materials as well as less primary material and energy for the 
production of new batteries and chargers. The savings effect 
is an additional argument for the purchase decision.

MINING OF RAW MATERIALS
ENERGY FOR PRODUCTION

ROTHENBERGER GROUP ROTHENBERGER GROUP
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FAIRNESS IS A PILLAR 
OF CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY   
The ROTHENBERGER Group stands for transparent, honest and fair business 
relationships.

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

Quality and reliability define our actions, both in terms of 
products and internal processes. Through the ROTHENBERGER 
Code of Conduct, all employees pledge to behave and act in 
a law-abiding and fair manner according to a high ethical 
standard. The Code of Conduct is supplemented by further, 
detailed internal guidelines and the country-specific require-
ments and legal bases. 

Our principles include respectful and fair interaction with each  
other as well as with applicants, business partners and the 
public. In regular, mandatory e-learning sessions, all employees 
are made aware of compliance topics such as the prevention 
of conflicts of interest and corruption as well as anti-discrimi- 
nation guidelines. We attach great importance to the secure 
handling of sensitive data such as personal data. 

In competition, we conduct ourselves fairly and expect all 
employees to comply with the applicable provisions of com-
petition and antitrust law. 

Fair business practices are also expected from cooperating 
and service-providing companies, which are defined in the 
Supplier Code of Conduct. The signing of a corresponding 
document obliges compliance. The basic principles of the 
ROTHENBERGER Code of Conduct  are based on guidelines 
and standards.

HUMAN RIGHTS CUSTOMER 
CONCERNS

WORKING 
CONDITIONS

FAIRNESSENVIRONMENT SOCIAL COMMITMENT

27FAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES

SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT
GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS:  

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

10 PRINCIPLES OF THE  
UN GLOBAL COMPACT 

UN CONVENTION ON THE 
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD 

UN CONVENTION ON THE 
ELIMINATION OF ALL 
FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION 
AGAINST WOMEN

OECD GUIDELINES 
FOR MULTINATIONAL 
ENTERPRISES

ILO CORE LABOR 
STANDARDS
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INTEGRATION NO SEPARATION 
IS LIVED IN ALL ITS FACETS AT 
ROTHENBERGER 
From the professional participation of people with disabilities to needs-oriented 
jobs for older people to family-friendly working models – ROTHENBERGER sets a good 
example.

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

FROM THE WORKSHOP INTO NORMAL WORKING LIFE
ROTHENBERGER is already successfully implementing the pro- 
fessional integration of people with disabilities of all kinds. 
The prerequisite for this: Everyone must make their contri-
bution in order to make it a stable, sustainable project. The 
managers and the staff are committed to their colleagues 
with impairments with a great deal of empathy, to support 
them in their tasks and to ensure that they feel part of the 
team. In cooperation with the Schlockerhof Foundation, 
whose goal is the professional qualification and promotion 
of people with disabilities, four people from the workshop 
for the disabled have now been able to switch permanently 
to employment at ROTHENBERGER. In the long term, up to 
ten company-integrated employment places are planned in 
the warehouse and production.

OLDIES BUT GOLDIES 
Experienced employees are a valuable source of know-
ledge and support in the company. Despite his age of 75, 
Mehmet Terzioglu continues to contribute his know-how 
as a master plumber and long-time employee to the subsi- 
diary ROTHENBERGER Turkey in Istanbul. In order to enable  
him to return to work after a serious illness, the managing 
Director Uğur Evren Hammaş has set up a workstation es- 
pecially for him to meet his needs.

29SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

ROTHENBERGER GROUP

HIGH-TECH MICROSCOPES FOR LITTLE NATURALISTS 
All children are curious, whether with or without impairments. 
With the donation of the 23 high-quality microscopes,  
ROTHENBERGER made the children and teachers of the inte- 
gration school in Frankfurt very happy. With the microscopes, 
the inclusive elementary school can expand the natural science 
area and integrate new projects into the biology and science 
lessons to get the children excited about natural science. Dis- 
covering things through the microscopes that are not visible  
to the naked eye, such as the glistening structure of a walnut 
shell, creates a lot of enthusiasm and promotes understanding 
as well as appreciation for nature. In addition to the creation 
of research notebooks in which the children record their ob-
servations and investigations, a microscope driving license is 
planned for the correct operation of the equipment.

ICARIO'S SUN: INTEGRATION AND INCLUSION OF 
YOUNG PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Where does wine come from and how is it made? Around  
30 children and young people with disabilities were able to 
experience this up close at the Icario winery in Tuscany, which 
belongs to the ROTHENBERGER Holding. To do this, they first 
took part in the grape harvest for two days in late summer. 
The young people learned how to harvest the grapes from 
the committed Icario employees. They also learned how the 
wine is subsequently processed. In February, together with 
the ICARIO team, they were allowed to bottle "their" wine, 
which was provided with a label designed by the children 
and young people themselves. The aim of the project was to 
acquaint young people with disabilities with a production 
reality and to involve them in the structured work processes, 
at the end of which there was a concrete product that was 
produced with a lot of joy and dedication.

Integration no Separation was launched as an initiative in 2014 by Dr. Helmut Rothenberger 
with the aim of avoiding any kind of discrimination and promoting integration within 
the ROTHENBERGER Group. Each company in the group is encouraged to start off internal 
projects. On Help Day, which will take place every year in May from 2022, the commitment 
of employees will be used to organize charitable campaigns at the respective company 
locations or to support organizations that benefit the general public.
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TOOLS FOR LIFE FOUNDATION IS 
 PUSHING FORWARD SUSTAINA-
 BILITY GOALS FOR THE ENTIRE
 ROTHENBERGER GROUP 
As a non-profit organization, TOOLS FOR LIFE is solely bound to its purpose as a 
foundation and is not only committed to pursuing the interests of employees, people 
and the local environment, but also advocates for people around the world.

TOOLS FOR LIFE

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Access to water, energy, education and climate protec-
tion for people in all regions of the world: This is the 
mission of the TOOLS FOR LIFE Foundation, established 
by Dr. Helmut Rothenberger and his family in 2008. 

The founding was preceded by an almost fatal plane crash 
that Dr. Helmut Rothenberger survived well thanks to flawess 
medical care. Out of gratitude and to give back to society, 
Dr. Rothenberger and his family decided to initiate the TOOLS 
FOR LIFE foundation. As a foundation under civil law with 
recognized charitable status, the foundation supports projects  
in the areas of water, energy, education and, since autumn 
2021, climate protection. The projects are implemented world- 
wide. A special focus is on technical training and further edu- 
cation of people to secure the local water and energy supplies.

It is important for TOOLS FOR LIFE as a company-related foun- 
dation to offer opportunities for participation to the em-
ployees of the ROTHENBERGER business group. Employees are 

encouraged to suggest new projects, to be included in cam- 
paigns such as "Your Commitment" and the "HERO-Award" 
and to proactively take part in the foundation's work when- 
ever they want. For employees and for the group of compa- 
nies the foundation acts as partner, source of ideas and sup-
porter within the areas of sustainability and social commit- 
ment. This makes TOOLS FOR LIFE an integral part of the cor- 
porate strategy of the ROTHENBERGER group. The project 
work of the foundation is not only convincing the employees 
and the management, but also the customers and coopera-
tion partners of the companies.

www.toolsforlife-foundation.com

WATER ENERGY EDUCATION CLIMATE 
PROTECTION 
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TOOLS FOR LIFE

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

THE FOUNDATION'S WORK IS 
GUIDED BY THE STATUTES AND 
THE FIVE VALUES:

 INTEGRITY / PROFESSIONALITY
100% of all donations flow into projects that correspond to the purpose 
of the foundation. The TOOLS FOR LIFE team is committed to the donors 
and pursues transparency. The activities are publicly available and can be 
found in the activity reports. Additionally, they are checked annually by 
the local tax office and a tax consultancy firm.

 PASSION
The TOOLS FOR LIFE team is geared towards the purpose of the foundation 
and works to help people by improving their life situation together: That is 
what TOOLS FOR LIFE is passionate about!

TEAMWORK / COOPERATION
The target groups in the project regions are partners on equal terms. 
To achieve the goals, TOOLS FOR LIFE relies on close cooperation with its 
partner organizations and the population of the project region.

 SUSTAINABILITY
The projects are designed for longevity and sustainability. To this end 
and within the framework of the motto "help for self-help" the target 
groups participate in the success of the projects.

 PHILANTHROPY / CHARITY
The ultimate goal of the foundation is to improve people's current life 
situation and thus pave the way for a better life.
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TOOLS FOR LIFE FOUNDATION 
SUPPORTS PROJECTS FOR 
WATER, ENERGY, EDUCATION 
AND CLIMATE PROTECTION 
WORLDWIDE
Social commitment is a keystone of ROTHENBERGER's sustainability strategy. All projects 
supported by TOOLS FOR LIFE must be designed for sustainability and demonstrate a 
long-term evaluation.

TOOLS FOR LIFE

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

One example of many being initiated by the TOOLS 
FOR LIFE Foundation can be found in Ngollar, Senegal 
where children were given access to education and 
the population was enabled to improve their living 
conditions with a guaranteed water supply.

Almost 43 percent of the population in Senegal is not older 
than 15 years. This would give the country great potential 
to significantly improve its economic situation in the future. 
The key to accomplishing this: Education. But this is exactly 
where the public school system fails. In Ngollar and its four 
surrounding villages, however, thanks to the commitment of 
TOOLS FOR LIFE, every child can now learn or attend kinder-
garten under good conditions – and there is even room for 
more children.  

SUSTAINABLE HELP FOR SELF-HELP 
In the region near the Sahel, which is characterized by long 
dry periods, a well secures the food supply and prevents 
people from having to migrate to the completely overburde-
ned cities. The well is not only used to irrigate the new school 
garden, but also to supply a hectare of fields via drip irriga-
tion. This allows the field to be cultivated and harvested all 
year round with minimal water consumption. To prevent do-
mestic and wild animals from ruining the project, the entire 
area was fenced off.

SUN PRODUCES WATER 
Within one year, the school and sanitary building were reno-
vated with local craftsmen and an administration building 
was built with a funding volume of 35,000 euros. In addition, 
a 13 m deep well was built, whose solar pump is powered 
by four panels of 285 watts each. Thus, up to 5 m³ of water 
can be pumped daily with pure solar energy and the sanitary 
facilities can be operated. 
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TOOLS FOR LIFE

Since it was founded in 2008, the TOOLS FOR LIFE Foundation has funded over 89 projects 
with a total volume of 1.35 million euros and helped over 165,000 people directly. The foun-
dation has been working with a growing network of organizations and local partners for 
years to ensure targeted funding of sustainable projects. The foundation attaches great 
importance to ensuring the long-term operation and maintenance of educational facilities 
and water supply networks.
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KROLL MOBILIZES VEHICLE 
FLEET FOR RELIEF OPERATION 
IN FLOOD DISASTER AREA  

Employees and customers show great solidarity and provide immediate help with 
34 extraction vehicles and 75 helpers.

KROLL

“Given the extent of the damage, it was clear to me that 
support was needed immediately,” says Sven Lindenfelser, 
Managing Director of KROLL Fahrzeugbau-Umwelttechnik 
GmbH, explaining his decision to organize aid spontaneously. 
With two borrowed customer vehicles and three employees,  
he travelled to Ahr valley six days after the flood disaster.  
“It is hard to describe the destruction and chaos we found 
on the ground,” he explains. “After we couldn't locate an 
incident command, we just drove into the first street and 
started pumping out cellars. From the mud residues on the 
walls, one could see that in the ground floors of the houses, 
the water stood more than two meters high. The cellars 
were still knee-deep in mud. By ten o’clock in the evening 
we had done about 12 cellars. We quickly realized that this 
was just a drop in the ocean and that we urgently needed 
reinforcements.” Sven Lindenfelser then got on the phone 
and called his customers. “The reaction was overwhelming. 
Everyone was ready to help immediately. Some were already 
on site themselves with individual vehicles. While we con-
tinued our operation during the week with two vehicles 
and changing crews, the following weekend we were able 
to help the people on the ground with 34 suction vehicles 
and 75 helpers and pumped out around 250 cellars. The 
spontaneous relief campaign turned into consistent support, 
because many of the helping customers then organized 
themselves and some of them are still helping today to re-
pair the sewer network “We not only worked side by side 
with our customers on site, but with so many people who 
traveled from all over with a shovel to help. Besides all the 
suffering we experienced, it was very impressive to see this 
willingness to help,” says Sven Lindenfelser.

TOOLS FOR LIFE ORGANIZES AND COORDINATES 
EMERGENCY AID 
Emergency aid in the event of environmental disasters is 
part of the TOOLS FOR LIFE Foundation’s mission, which 
assumed a key position in the management of the crisis. 
The foundation helped with social media appeals to find 
some drivers for KROLL’s extraction vehicles and asked all 
the companies within the ROTHENBERGER Group to con- 
sider how help could be provided. The response was not 
long in coming: after just a few days, urgently needed 
surface disinfection equipment, camping cookers and car-
tridges as well as highpressure cleaners were delivered to 
the disaster area and distributed on site.  

ROTHENBERGER WORKFORCE RAISES MONEY FOR 
A COLLEAGUE
A sales employee of ROTHENBERGER was also directly 
affected by the flood, his house was uninhabitable. Steffen 
Siebert, Sales Manager Germany, Austria and Switzerland, 
then organized a fundraising campaign among the staff. 
Within three weeks, 4,000 euros were collected and pre-
sented to the employee.  
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